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Angela tailors every keynote to the specific interest, needs, and

circumstances of her audience. She has spoken before more than

3,000 audiences, including leaders in education, business, and

government, reaching over a million people worldwide.

Angela has been recognized as a Forbes Top 5 Edupreneurs to

Watch 2020, IBM Top 20 Global Influencers 2019, Engagedly Top 100

HR Influencers 2020, and Huffington Post Top 100 Social Media

Influencers 2018. She is also an Amazon best selling author in

Education Leadership.

Angela Maiers is a keynote speaker

whose goal is to transform every

individual by helping them appreciate

their own value. She is not satisfied with

merely inspiring; she ignites a desire to contribute one’s best.

ABOUT
ANGELA

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us



TESTIMONIALS
"There is a reason that Angela Maiers

is recognized as one of today’s most

influential education thought leaders:

her work resonates with teachers,

school leaders, students and parents

alike... To say that Maiers blew the E 2

crowd away would be an understatement."

Anthony Salcito - VP Education, Microsoft Corporation

"Wow. She was just awesome to hear speak. Really authentic. She’s

exactly what we need. I love that she came to our HR community to

show us know we can be instrumental in making people believe that

they matter to our organization. We need this. Her message is simple

but very powerful."

Lilitia Bailey - Chief Human Resources Officer, Wake Forest

Baptist Medical Center

"Angela Maiers’ work through Choose2Matter is important and highly

effective in ensuring children do not feel insignificant within that

insecurity. Her empowerment of children gives us hope for a

powerful future."

Lord Jim Knight - CEO of TES, Member of the British Parliament

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us



POPULAR PROGRAMS

Angela's keynotes are inspiring, uplifting, empowering, and

actionable. What she delivers is customized and tailored

specifically to the interests, needs, and goals of the audience.



When we think of people who made the biggest impact in our lives, it

was the ones who most sincerely believed in us and who let us know

through their words and actions that we mattered.

You matter is not a statement of inspiration. It is not a project,

strategy, event, or item on the agenda. It is the agenda. Mattering is

not something that just happens to you. It is something you actively

pursue.

MATTERING IS
THE AGENDA

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us

This workshop will leave you

with the knowledge, habits,

and attitudes you need to

transform the culture in your

organization into one in which

everyone knows they matter.

Everyone in our lives needs that same validation. Mattering is a

universal human need. We cannot capture the minds of our students,

colleagues, employees, and customers if we do not first capture their

hearts.



In these times of unprecedented challenge and change where we're

bombarded with negative news that overwhelms the spirit, how can

we build back our spirits and resilience? One word: HOPE.

Hope strengthens our capacity to teach, learn, and give our best

response to the challenges confronting us. It helps us find creativity,

solidarity, and courage to act. Hope is an essential component to our

recovery and renewal. 

THE PROMISE
AND PRACTICE
OF HOPE

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us

We invite you to join

Angela Maiers as she

connects the language,

theory, and science of

hope to our daily work

and lives and discusses

strategies for building

and sustaining positive

and flourishing visions

for the future.



Technology is shaping the future, but it will be HUMANOLOGY that

will determine how technology is used to transform the way we learn,

work and live. To stay ahead of an increasingly digital and

automated world, we need to start cultivating our most human

abilities and put a premium on our uniquely human skills: judgment,

vision, wisdom, creativity, and resilience.

GETTING
HUMAN RIGHT

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us

There’s nothing soft about

these skills, and we can’t

afford to leave them to

chance. Harnessing wide-

ranging research on human

evolution, biology, and

psychology, Angela shares a

framework for illustrating and

understanding what is

possible when we blend our technology with our humanity and work

and when we work together toward making the world a better place

to be human for us and for our children.



Curiosity, courage, creativity, agility, and adaptability are not fluffy,

nice-to-have value-adds. They’re hard-won and rigorously

maintained abilities that are better referred to as “power skills” so

vital to personal and organizational success across and within every

field and discipline.

REAL SKILLS

For booking information please contact Angela Maiers:

angelamaiers@gmail.com | angelamaiers.com/about/contact-us

The best part is they are TEACHABLE, and we have the data to prove

that not only can they be taught at every level, they must. Come

explore with me what that looks like, sounds like, and feels like in your

organization.


